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1. Introduction
In (4) J. F. C. Kingman and A. P. Robertson introduced the idea of thin

sets in certain JS?1 spaces. Thin sets are extreme cases of sets which are not
total, and so the problem naturally arises of partitioning a measure space
relative to a given set of integrable functions in such a way that on each element
of the partition, the set of functions is either thin or total in a sense which is
made precise below. In the present note, such partitions are obtained in §2 for
finite or totally a-finite measure spaces. In §3 the basic ideas are reformulated
in terms of Radon measures on locally compact spaces, leading to an extension
of the results of §2 in this context.

I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor A. P. Robertson
for suggesting this problem to me.

2. Partitions for finite and totally c-finite measure spaces
Let (S, M, ii) be a finite or totally ^-finite measure space. If X s S, Mx

denotes the cr-ring {Y: Ye M, Y £ X). The restriction of \i to (X, J{x) will
again be denoted by (i. If M is a set of extended real-valued or complex func-
tions on S, Mx will denote the set of restrictions of these functions to X. The
set of positive integers will be denoted by P.

Definition 1. Let M be a non-empty subset of if 1(S, fi) (real or complex),

(a) M is said to be X-thin if for each Ye Jtx with fi(Y) # 0, there exists
4> e S£°°(S, n) such that

(i) 0 is not (ji—) negligible,
(ii) <t> vanishes off Y,
(iii) l<$>fd\i = 0 for a l l /e M.

If M is 5-thin, it is said to be thin.
(b) M is said to be X-total if the set of equivalence classes of the elements

of Mx is total in L\X, n).
From the duality of the spaces ^(S, n) and Lm(S, //), it follows that M is

X-thin if and only if for each Ye Mx such that n(Y) # 0, M is not y-total
(1, Chap. IV, §1, No. 2). The following lemma summarises some consequences
of these definitions. The proofs are immediate and are therefore omitted.
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Lemma, (i) If M is X-thin (resp. X-total) and Z £ X, ZeJt, then M is
Z-thin (resp. Z-total).

(ii) If M is X-thin (resp. X-total) and the symmetric difference of X and Z
is negligible, then M is Z-thin (resp. Z-total).

CO

(iii) IfX= (J Xn and M is Xn-thin for each n, then it is also X-thin.
n = 1

(iv) If M is X-thin and X-total, then X is negligible.
The next result provides a partition of the type indicated in §1.

Theorem 1. Let (S, JSf, n) be a finite or totally a-finite measure space and
let M be a non-empty subset of ^>1(S, n). There exists an at most countable
family {Zn} of mutually disjoint elements of M such that

(i) M is Zn-totalfor each n,

(ii) ifZ = (J Zn, M is (X\Z)-thin for each XzJt.
n

Proof. Consider first the case in which /x is finite and so bounded. Pro-
ceeding inductively, a sequence (an) of real numbers and for each me P, a
sequence (X(

n
m^) of elements of J{ are constructed such that

(i) <xt = sup{/i(Ar): J e J , M is JC-total},

(ii) if for each n e P, Jfa = \x\ M M X<r): XejA,
I \ r = l j = l )

an+1 = sup {n(X): XeJ?n, M is JT-total},

(iii) M is *("°-total for all m, n, X<m) e^m.t if m ^ 2, and
as H-+OO for each m.

For each m, n ( (J Xn
(m)) ^ ocm, so that

\n= 1 /

( o o o oU U *
m = l n = l

/
= E /*( U U £

m = l \n = l / m = l
which implies that £<*„ converges and consequently, that an-»0 as n-»oo.

Now construct the familym e P}u V$$\ Q ^m): m,ne P}.

Its distinct members form an at most countable collection {Zn} say, of mutually
disjoint elements of Jl, and by part (i) of the lemma, M is Zn-total for each n.
Let XBM and let Z = (J Zn. If Af is not (Z\Z>thin, there exists y e Jl^i

n

such that n(Y) ^ 0 and M is y-total. Since y e Mn for each TI, it then follows
that n(Y) ^ an for each K, SO that n(Y) = 0. This contradiction shows that M
is (X\Z)-thin for all A' e J(, and completes the proof in the finite case.
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If n is a totally u-finite measure, then there is a sequence (Yn) of mutually
00

disjoint elements of Jt such that S = (J Yn and fi(Yn)< oo for each n. Since
n = 1

MYtn £ jSf^y ,̂, jz) for each m, an at most countable family {Z(
n

m)} of mutually
disjoint elements of Jt, each contained in Ym, can be obtained for each m such
that

(i) M is Z<m)-total for each n,
(ii) if Wm = (J Z<m), M is (X\ FFJ-thin for each A T e i f J c ym.

n
oo

Enumerate the union of all these families {Z(
n

m)} as {Zn}, and let Z = (J Zn.
n = 1

Then clearly M is Zn-total for each n. If XeJt, M is (In7m)\Wm-thin for
00

each 7M, so that by part (iii) of the lemma, M is (J {(In ym)\ Wm}-thin i.e. M
m = 1

is (A^ZJ-thin, which completes the proof.

Corollary. In the theorem, the family {Zn} can be replaced by a single set
( °° \Z e M if and only if whenever M is Wn-total, ne P, it is also I (J Wn \-total.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is immediate from the theorem.
Conversely, suppose that there exists Z 6 Jt such that M is Z-total and M is
(Jf\Z)-thin for each XeJf. Let M be Wn-tota\, neP. By hypothesis, M is
(K^n\Z)-thin for each n, so that Wn\Z is negligible by parts (i) and (iv) of the

lemma. Thus, since (J Wn = (J (WnnZ) u (J (Wn\Z) and (j (Wn\Z) is
n = l n = ' l n = l n = l

/ oo \

negligible, it follows from parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma that M is I \J Wn l-total.
\n = 1 /

Remark. The sets Zn in the theorem are not necessarily uniquely determined
up to /^-equivalence. However, if M is Z-thin, XnZB is negligible for each n,
so that XnZ is negligible i.e. X is essentially contained in the complement of Z.

3. Extension to Radon measures
In this section, Theorem 1 is applied and extended in the case of a positive

Radon measure on a locally compact space—for definitions and properties
required see (2). In this case SC"(S, fi) is the set of all extended real-valued or
complex functions which are bounded locally almost everywhere with respect to
H, and Lm(S, n) is the vector space of equivalence classes in if X(S, /i) formed
by identifying functions which differ only on a locally negligible set. In this
way, the duality between Z.1(5, ft) and Lm(S, n) is preserved, and consequently
it is necessary to reformulate Definition l(a) in this context. The a-algebra of
all /i-measurable sets is denoted by J(.
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Definition 2. Let M be a non-empty subset of if1 (S, n) and let XeJ(. M
is said to be X-thin if for each Y e -Mx which is not locally negligible, there
exists <f> e JS?°°(5, fi) such that

(i) (j> is not locally negligible,
(ii) <f> vanishes off Y,

(iii) Wfdn = 0 for a l l / e Af.

Remark. If (S, Jt, fi) is a (totally) (X-finite measure space, each locally
negligible set is negligible, in which, case the two definitions of X-thin sets
coincide. This will be the case if S is expressible as the union of a sequence
of compact sets and so in particular, if S is a separable metrisable locally
compact space (3, 3.18.3).

If M is a non-empty subset of £Cl{S, fi), denote by T(M) the union of all
open subsets U of S such that M is E/-thin. Since T(M) is open, it belongs to
Jt.

Theorem 2. Let /i be a positive Radon measure on a locally compact space S
and let M be a non-empty subset of g>\S, fi). Then M is T(M)-thin.

Proof. Let Y be any subset of T(M) which is an element of J( and which is
not locally negligible. Then Y contains an integrable set W with positive
measure. Now

\i(W) = sup {v(K): K c W, JSTcompact}

and so there is a compact set K c Y such that n(K)>0. Each x e T(M) has an
open neighbourhood U(x) such that M is £/(x)-thin, and since these neighbour-
hoods form an open covering of K, there is a finite collection Ur) 1 £ r £ n,
say, of such neighbourhoods, whose union contains K. It then follows from
parts (iii) and (i) of the lemma that M is .K-thin. Thus there exists <j> e ^"°(S, n)
such that

(i) (j> is not locally negligible,

(ii) <j> vanishes off K and so off Y,

(iii) ft/dp = 0 for a l l / e M.

This shows that M is T(M)-thin.

T(M) is therefore the maximal open subset of S on which M is thin. If
Si = S\T(M), it is a locally compact space in the topology induced from S,
being a closed subset of S. One might expect to find non-empty open subsets
of Sj on which M is thin. However, if U is an open subset of S such that
V = C/nSj ¥= 0 and M is K-thin, this, combined with the fact that M is
UnT(M)-thin, shows that M is U-tian. Thus U £ T(M), contradicting the
assumption that V jt 0.

These ideas are now incorporated in an extension of Theorem 1.
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Theorem 3. Let n be a totally o-finite positive Radon measure on a locally
compact space S, and let M be a non-empty subset of^C1(S, fi). There exists an
at most countable family {T, Z}Kj{Zn] of mutually disjoint subsets of S such that

(i) S = TuZu (J Zn,
n

(ii) T is open and M is T-thin,

(iii) there is no open subset U of S such that U\T # 0 and M is (U\T)-thin,
(iv) for each n, Zn is either compact or is the difference of two compact subsets

of S, and M is Zn-total,

(v) M is Z-thin.

Proof. Put T = T(M). Properties (ii) and (iii) then follow from Theorem 2
and the subsequent discussion. Now apply the processes described in the proof
of Theorem 1 to the totally a-finite measure space (S\T, Jfsyr, n) for the subset
MS\T of SPl(S\T, n). Since \i has the property that for each integrable set X,

fi(X) = sup {n(K): K £ X, .Kcompact},

it follows from part (i) of the lemma that the sets Xl
n

m) may be chosen to be

compact. Now the sets Zn of Theorem 1 are of the form X[m) or X^^ \ U X<m),
\ r = l

so that Zn may be chosen to be compact or the difference of two compact sets.
This establishes (iv).

Finally put 2 = S\(7"u (J Zn). Since Jt is a <7-algebra, ZeJt and (i) is
n

satisfied. That M is Z-thin now follows from property (ii) of Theorem 1.

In a measure space (S, Jt, /i), a family {S,: t e 2T} of elements of Jt is said
to be a base for the measure \i if

(i) each S, has finite measure,

(ii) SrnS, = 0,r*t,

(iii) \J{S,: tBST} = S,

(iv) for each element X of Jt with finite measure, there exists an at most
countable union of elements of {St: te $~}, which contains all but a negligible
subset of X.

Although the methods used to obtain the partition of Theorem 3 depend
upon the total cr-finiteness of \i, it is still possible to extract a " maximal"
subset on which M is thin if the measure has a base.

Theorem 4. Let \ibe a positive Radon measure on a locally compact space S,
and let M be a non-empty subset of SC\S, /x). If there is a base {St: te 2T} for
the measure n, there exists a measurable set X such that M is X-thin, and for
each set Z such that M is Z-thin, Z\X is locally negligible.
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Proof. By Theorem 1, each S, may be partitioned into mutually disjoint
measurable sets S't, Z%\ n e N(t), where N(t) is at most countable, such that M
is Z<°-total for each n e N(t) and M is Sj-thin. Now put X = \J{S't: te$~}.
If Kis any compact subset of S, by hypothesis, there exists an at most countable
sub-family {Sm} of {St: te&~} such that Ko =K\\J Sr(n) is negligible. Now

KnX = ([j (KnS'tW)J v(Kon[J{S't:

which shows that KnX is integrable, since KnS'nn) is integrable for each n,
Kon\J{S't: teST} is negligible, and KnX is contained in an integrable set.
It now follows that X is measurable.

To show that M is X-thin, consider any measurable subset W of X which is
not locally negligible. Then W contains an integrable set Y of positive measure,
and so by hypothesis, there exists / such that YnS, = YnS', has positive
measure. Since M is SJ-thin, there exists <j> e ^(S, fi) such that

(i) (f> is not locally negligible,
(ii) 4> vanishes off YnS', and so off W,

(iii) Wfdpi = 0 for a l l / e M.
This shows that M is Jf-thin.

Finally let Z be any measurable set such that M is Z-thin, and consider
Y — Z\X. If Y is not locally negligible it must contain an integrable set W of
positive measure, and as before, there is an at most countable sub-family
{£,(„)} of {St: teST) such that W = (J (WnS,M)uW0 where Wo is negligible.

n

Since M is (WnS,(n))-thin and WnSm £ S((n)\S,'(n) for each n, it follows that
WnSt(n) is negligible. Thus W is negligible, which gives a contradiction.
This completes the proof.
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